High-end climate change and adaptation

About the WASP and the Policy Briefs

• The Science for Adaptation Policy Brief Series is an initiative of the World Adaptation Science Programme (WASP). The briefs target researchers, policymakers and practitioners to help them bridge the science-policy-action interface.

• The WASP is led by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Green Climate Fund (GCF). Its Secretariat is hosted at UNEP, Nairobi. The current Chair of the WASP is Mr. Youssef Nassef at the UNFCCC, Bonn.

• WASP’s mission is to ensure researchers, policymakers and practitioners have the knowledge and capacity necessary to underpin effective adaptation to climate change.

Key messages

• Global warming of 4°C relative to pre-industrial would lead to severe impacts worldwide, with frequent extreme human heat stress conditions in the Tropics, hundreds of millions more people affected by coastal and river flooding, more time under extreme drought conditions in many regions, more high fire risk weather, widespread threats to food security and increased extinction risks for large numbers of species.

• 4°C global warming by 2100 is within the range of outcomes projected by extrapolating emissions from current worldwide energy policies. Faster warming is possible with higher emissions or with stronger feedbacks than typically assumed.

• Sea level rise is projected to continue for at least several centuries even with low levels of global warming. In high-end scenarios, up to 7m sea level rise is projected by 2500.

• Although adaptation to high-end climate change could be possible in some sectors and regions to some extent, there can be significant barriers related to, for example, governance, economic constraints and the speed of planning and implementation.

• In many cases there are limits to adaptation, and high-end climate change could instead require transformational changes such as large-scale human migration, and/or bring increased risks to human security.

• To provide more robust advice to inform adaptation, further research is required to reduce the uncertainties in projected future climate change and to quantify and understand current and potential adaptation and its limits.

Introduction - multiple pathways to high-end climate change

If the future consequences of human-caused climate change can be categorised as high-end, medium and low-end, we can consider the medium category to represent the outcomes of current expectations of human influence on climate and central estimates of climate system responses based on current scientific understanding. Low-end represents a smaller level of change, and high-end represents a higher level of change. If current energy policies continue, the central estimate for the resulting global warming is 3°C above pre-industrial by 2100 (Hausfather and Ritchie 2019). This paper therefore defines high-end climate change as warming above this rate.

If CO₂ concentrations reach approximately 940 parts per million (ppm) by 2100, global warming is projected to reach between 3°C and 6°C by 2100 (Figure 1). This widely-used scenario is useful for illustrating the risks associated with high-end climate change.
Although this level of CO₂ build-up is often associated with a scenario of global emissions higher than expected from current policies (Hausfather and Peters 2020), it could also arise from much lower emissions if carbon cycle feedbacks are strong (Booth et al. 2017; Betts and Hausfather 2020).

Even without considering the possibility of strong carbon cycle feedbacks, 4°C by 2100 is well within the range of possible global warming projected by extrapolating the International Energy Agency scenarios based on current policies (Figure 1) (Hausfather and Ritchie 2019), and becomes even more likely next century if the current trajectory continues.

This paper draws on a range of sources that consider either the high CO₂ concentrations scenario (940 ppm by 2100) or analysis of impacts specifically at 4°C global warming. Impacts of high-end climate change are considered both for this century and beyond, and the scope and limits of adaptation discussed.

Impacts of high-end climate change in the 21st Century

High-end climate change would impact people, societies and ecosystems in very many ways, involving many components of the climate system. The following discussion highlights some key examples.

Human heat stress
At 4°C global warming, more than 10% of the global land surface is projected to see temperature and humidity reaching levels that pose extreme heat stress risks for a quarter of days in summer (Figure 2a). Wide areas including large parts of the Indian subcontinent, north Africa, south-east Asia and northern Australia would be at risk of extreme heat stress for around 2 months in summer. Currently, approximately 30% of the world’s population is exposed to heatwave conditions strong enough to increase death rates for at least 20 days per year, and this is projected to increase to up to 74% of the global population in projections with high-end change (Mora et al. 2017). While not everybody exposed to “deadly” conditions would die, they would experience conditions which are known to have caused some deaths when they occurred previously.

Drought and river flows
Many regions will experience more drought due to declining rainfall and increased evaporation (Figure 2b), partly offset by reduced water use by plants under higher CO₂. In contrast, some regions will experience reduced drought. In many regions, the precise changes cannot be predicted and could be in either direction. For example, at 4°C global warming, the Indian subcontinent and south-east Asia are projected to experience a wide range of annual rainfall changes from a 40% decrease to over a 50% increase. Most other tropical and sub-tropical regions could see similar ranges of outcomes. The annual flows of many of the world’s major rivers including the Amazon, Mississippi and Nile could decrease by 20% to 40%, but also could increase by similar amounts (Figure 3a). This uncertainty poses a huge challenge for adaptation planning.
**Heavy rainfall and flooding**

A hotter land surface drives stronger thunderstorms and heavy downpours, and a warmer atmosphere holds more water as a supply for rain, so heavy precipitation is also projected to generally increase (Figure 2c) (Arnell et al. 2019; Betts et al. 2018). The risk of river flooding is therefore expected to increase (Arnell et al. 2019; Dottori et al. 2018) unless improved flood management measures are put in place. At 4°C global warming, an additional 69 to 269 million people per year worldwide are projected to be affected by river flooding compared to the present day (Alfieri et al. 2017), with current population levels. The largest projected increases are in east and south Asian countries, with around 50 million people affected in China, and around 10 million or more in each of India, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand and Pakistan (Figure 3b). Many countries are projected to experience over a 400% increase in the number of people affected by river flooding (Alfieri et al. 2017).

**Food insecurity**

Yields of major crops are projected to decline in the tropics but increase in temperate regions, in response to high-end scenarios of climate change and CO₂ concentrations (Rosenzweig et al. 2014), although increased heat stress could also cause temperate crop yields to decrease (Schauberger et al. 2017). However, food security is affected by more than just crop yields – it also includes access to food, which depends on societal factors such as transportation and economic conditions, which themselves can also be affected by climate change. Changes in both drought and flooding could increase vulnerability to food insecurity through all these factors, and while adaptation investment could offset this at low levels of climate change, the effectiveness of this could be limited for high-end scenarios ( Richardson et al. 2018).

**Ecosystems and biodiversity**

Many local climates would change to outside the ranges to which many species are adapted, increasing the risk of extinctions of many species. In high-end scenarios, approximately 57 ± 6% of plants and 34 ± 7% of animals are projected to lose at least 50% of their present climatic range by the 2080s (Warren et al. 2013). Approximately 10% - 30% of the global land area is projected to undergo changes in the ecosystem type, and hotter, drier weather would substantially increase the risk of wildfire worldwide (Betts et al. 2015).

**Coastal flooding**

Flooding risk will increase along coastlines due to rising sea levels. Under high-end scenarios, sea levels are projected to rise by approximately 0.5m to 1.3m by 2100 (Mengel et al. 2016). Some authors argue that a 2m sea level rise by 2100 cannot be ruled out (Bamber et al. 2019) but this remains controversial.

A sea level rise of 0.5m by 2100 would cause approximately 72 million people worldwide to be affected by coastal flooding at least once a year (Nicholls et al. 2011) (Figure 4a), assuming a global population of 7 billion but with a different geographical distribution to today (IPCC 2000). A 2m sea level rise by 2100 would affect 187 million people.
High-end climate change in the next century and beyond

It is crucial to look beyond the end of the 21st Century. Even if climate sensitivity and biogeochemical feedbacks are insufficient to lead to 4°C global warming by 2100, if greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations continue to rise, 4°C warming will occur sooner or later. Whenever 4°C is reached, several of the major consequences will not fully emerge until later.

In particular, sea level rise is projected to continue to increase beyond 2100, since the melting of glaciers and ice sheets is not instant and there would be a lag of decades, centuries or even millennia before the full responses to warming are completed. Warming of ocean waters also requires centuries to take full effect. Under high-end scenarios in which CO₂ concentrations exceed 700 ppm, sea level rise over the next 500 years would be between 1m and 7m (Church et al. 2013) (Figure 4b).

It is possible that an ongoing melting of the Greenland ice sheet could be triggered, which could become self-reinforcing by reducing the altitude of the ice sheet surface and bringing it to warmer lower layers of the atmosphere. Over thousands of years this alone would raise the sea level by 6m.

Other self-reinforcing changes are also possible (McNeall et al. 2011), including the thawing of Arctic permafrost and large-scale die-back of forests. Both these mechanisms could release further quantities of GHGs to the atmosphere, increasing the rate of global warming.

Sudden climate shifts may also occur, such as a shutdown of the northward flow of water in the North Atlantic, which keeps western Europe relatively warm for its latitude (Jackson et al. 2015). Such a shutdown would lead to severely cold winters in that region. However, while this shutdown is theoretically possible, and has occurred in the distant past, the IPCC assessed this as “very unlikely” (a 10% chance or less) to occur during the 21st Century (Collins et al. 2013).

If CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel burning continued in the long term, there are sufficient resources to allow continued global warming and an eventual total melting of the Antarctic ice sheet, raising sea levels by 3m per century in the first millennium and ultimately raising sea levels by 58m (Winkelmann et al. 2015).

If CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel burning continued in the long term, there are sufficient resources to allow continued global warming and an eventual total melting of the Antarctic ice sheet, raising sea levels by 3m per century in the first millennium and ultimately raising sea levels by 58m (Winkelmann et al. 2015).
Adaptation and its limits under high-end climate change

For some impacts within this century, human adaptation to high-end climate change may be possible, for example:

- by increased indoor cooling to reduce heat stress risks;
- through building flood defences or floodplain management in areas at increased risk of river or coastal flooding;
- by improved water management and storage practices, and increased extraction of deep groundwater, in areas under increased drought risk.

Some of these adaptations would have large energy requirements (Parkes et al. 2019) which, without a shift to low-carbon technologies, could increase the burden of atmospheric GHGs (a maladaptation).

However, there are barriers and limits to adaptation. Socioeconomic conditions can strongly affect the ability to adapt, for example through population size and characteristics, wealth (or its absence), modes of governance and the quality and quantity of existing infrastructure (Richardson et al. 2018; Koutroulis et al. 2019). Well-educated and wealthy societies should have high capacity to adapt. Low adaptive capacity may exist where there is high unemployment, poverty or civil unrest.

The effectiveness of adaptation depends on whether it can take place on the appropriate timescale. To minimise impacts, adaptation actions either need to be effective immediately, or be planned and implemented in advance before the increased climate hazard has taken effect. For major infrastructure, such as flood barriers, reservoirs, transport networks and energy system assets, such planning requires investment years or decades in advance, which requires decisions to be made on the basis of deeply uncertain estimates of long-term benefits. The limits to predictability and the complexity and risks involved in decision-making may provide practical barriers to effective adaptation. If 4°C global warming occurred earlier than expected, for example due to strong feedbacks in the climate system, there would be less time to plan and implement adaptation. Abrupt climate changes would pose particular difficulties for adaptation ahead of time.

High-end climate change often implies increases in hazards which are potentially large but hard to quantify with confidence, which means that a risk assessment approach is often required. For example, rising sea levels inevitably imply that improvements to London’s current flood protection will be required at some point. Whereas the costs of this will be very large, the costs of a catastrophic flood would be even larger. Decisions on long-term flexible planning should be informed by a high-end scenario which is regarded as unlikely but plausible.

For risks of drought and river flooding under high-end climate change, the very large uncertainty in rainfall changes poses an even greater challenge since even the sign of change is uncertain (Figure 3). If it cannot be confidently predicted whether rainfall will increase or decrease, as is the case for much of the world, adaptation plans need to account for both possibilities, and remain flexible for further evolution (Greve et al. 2018). Non-linear climate changes which change the direction of change, such as cooling in western Europe due to ocean circulation disruption, could render some adaptation actions obsolete and require entirely new approaches.

A key issue for adaptation of other species and ecosystems includes the rate of climate change, as this affects whether species have time to track shifts in their optimal climate conditions through migration or dispersal (Settele et al. 2014). Interactions with human land use can also be important – adaptation to changing climates by migration and dispersal may be more difficult in a fragmented landscape. Even if individual species can adapt in these ways, differential changes between species can lead to changes in the ecosystem character.

Adaptation needs will grow if the climate continues to warm further, to the point where it might eventually exceed practical or physical limits (e.g. height of flood barriers, finite size of groundwater resources). This may be more likely if self-reinforcing feedbacks occur.

Other changes would be harder to adapt to in the first place and would require transformational change as opposed to adaptation. Increased periods of extreme heat stress would make it simply impossible to work or enjoy leisure pursuits outdoors, unless innovations of clothing and behaviour became available and acceptable. At very high levels of warming, heat stress beyond human survival could effectively render some regions uninhabitable (Sherwood and Huber 2010). Some coastal regions may not be considered economically worthwhile to protect from increased flooding, so again would become uninhabitable due to inundation. With many cities and regions currently home to very large numbers of people being exposed to potentially major threats from coastal flooding and heat stress risks, this could imply large numbers of people migrating due to loss of habitable areas.

Even without such extreme situations affecting large-scale habitability, environmental migration already takes place. The relationships between environment change and migration are highly complex and it is impossible to make reliable predictions of the numbers of people who would be displaced by certain impacts, since different societies and individuals have very different levels of tolerance and resilience (Adger et al. 2014). There is evidence that environmental shocks can play a role in major societal upheavals, and it is expected that human security will be progressively threatened as the climate changes (Adger et al. 2014).

Nevertheless, the larger stresses arising from high-end climate change would be expected to increase the likelihood of major, transformational societal changes and/or increased risks of shocks. Avoiding high-end climate change would reduce the risks of exceeding limits to adaptation and entering unknown and unpredictable territory for human society. However, it is not yet clear that such changes will be avoided, and there may at least be a period of “overshoot” with global warming exceeding the Paris Agreement targets of 1.5°C or 2°C for a period before being reduced. Transformational adaptation may well be needed to either bring society through a temporary overshoot period, or to deal with the ongoing increases in challenge if anthropogenic GHG emissions do not reach net zero.
Further research needs

Several critical research areas could improve the scientific advice informing adaptation to potential high-end climate change. Narrowing the range of uncertainty in projected future climate change would facilitate more robust adaptation planning. This includes translation of policies into emissions projections, the strength of carbon cycle feedbacks, and the magnitude of climate sensitivity.

Information on current adaptation and its effectiveness is also crucial. Since much adaptation is local and often reactive or spontaneous rather than planned (“autonomous adaptation”), it can be difficult to obtain reliable data at large scales. Information on the limits to adaptation can be even more challenging to obtain. It is also important to research how the limits may be determined by human perceptions, e.g. the extent to which impacts and risks can be tolerated. Truly interdisciplinary studies of adaptation involving close, effective collaboration between natural and social sciences remain rare and hence are a key research need.
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